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Popcorn Machine Instructions 

Popping: 

1. Turn on ALL three switches (Light, Kettle Heat and Agitator Blade) 

2. Wait for approximately 3 minutes for the kettle to heat up. *Please Note* DO NOT leave the 

popcorn machine unattended at any time 

3. Add 8oz (226g) of corn, 60ml of popping oil and 1 teaspoon of butter salt to the kettle – in 

that particular order – and close the lid 

4. Wait by the machine until rapid popping slows to 1-2 pops every 2-3 seconds. At this stage, 

you are ready to ‘dump’ the kettle  

5. Lift the lid, and using the magnet, attach it to the roof of the machine 

6. Unhinge the kettle using the handle and tip the popped corn out (If there are still many 

pieces of un-popped corn, leave it in the kettle to continue popping, after dumping the 

popped corn) *Please Note* If the rotating blade is scratching on the inside of the kettle, 

move the kettle towards the back of the machine to stop it scratching 

7. Repeat at least 5 times if possible. *Please Note* The first batch will not have fully fluffed 

corn, by the second or third batch, your popcorn should be perfectly popped 

8. Add extra salt to corn in warming cabinet if required – If you are feeling adventurous, you 

could try adding other spices to it while it is sitting in the warming cabinet such as powdered 

cheese, chilli, parsley or a combination of any of them! 

9. Once finished making popcorn, and the machine is empty, turn off all three switches and 

unplug machine 

Cleaning: 

1. WARNING: DO NOT EVER unplug the kettle and submerge under water for cleaning. 

*Please note* this will destroy the kettle and its electric components, of which you will need 

to pay to replace 

2. Allow the machine to cool for at least 30 minutes before cleaning – the kettle will be hot 

3. Clean out all excess popcorn from the machine 

4. Clean the outside of the kettle with a cloth – if required you can use a non abrasive cleaning 

paste 

5. Clean the inside of the kettle with a slightly damp cloth 

6. Clean the inside floor of the popcorn machine – Use a mild “Spray & Wipe” de greaser 

7. Remove the old maid tray (pulls out from the front of the base of the machine) and discard 

any contents that are in the tray 

8. Clean all glass sides, including doors, with a non-ammonia based cleaner 


